PROFESSIONAL REGULATORY BOARD OF AGRICULTURE

Resolution No. 05
Series of 2015

APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION WITHOUT EXAMINATION AS AGRICULTURISTS

For consideration by the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as Agriculturists pursuant to Sec. 25, Art. V of PRC Resolution No. 2000-663, Series of 2000 and Sec. 39, Art. VII of Board Resolution No. 02, Series of 2002, as amended by Board Resolution No. 01, Series of 2003 and Board Resolution No. 8, Series of 2013, entitled, “Resolution to Re-open the Registration and Licensing Without Examination for Agriculturists, Amending for the Purpose Board Resolution No. 05, Series of 2011 and Section 3 of Board Resolution No. 9-A, Series of 2005”:

1. ABALOS, Nemi Aurora Balase
2. AGUNA, Bruno Manuel
3. AGUSTIN, Florentino Celestino
4. ALEGRE, Vivencio Aure
5. ANTONIO, Jose Mendillo
6. APLACA, Marydel Bagongon
7. ARABIS, Ester Pepano
8. ARMECIN, Egia Diaz
9. ARREGLAGO, Eva Osit
10. ATANGAN, Speedy Ayco
11. BALOULONG, Rosario Ubando
12. BELMONTE, Yolanda Ausmolo
13. BERNARDO, Bonifacio Pascua
14. BORDEOS, Emma Remorque
15. BORLONGAN, Fermin Concepcion
16. BUSTOS, Geronima Absulio
17. CABARABAN, Jose Ramos
18. CABUSAS, Aida Bagara
19. CAJANDIG, Nelson Dela Cruz
20. CHIYUTO, Evelyn Camiller
21. DE LA CRUZ, Antonio Selirio
22. DIAMSE, Estela Marin
23. DIMANAO, Francisca Millagros Rodriguez
24. DIVINO, Dario Antalan
25. DOMINGUEZ, Merlie Awil
26. ERESE, Fernando Baniqued
27. ESTOLLOS, Amancio Filasol
28. GONZALES, Alex Flores
29. GREFALDIA, Godfrey Dipaling
30. GUZMAN, Devocion Divina Zapata
31. IGSOC, Edwin Ozon
32. ILAO, Rosita Lasac
33. INGKAGAN, Abdulmanap Hassan
34. JAMElarIN, John Delidel
35. LAO, Amalia Manali
36. LAPING, Peregrina Ronquillo
37. LAZO, Mariano Ternora
38. LEGASPI, Salvacion Jaguo
39. LIM, Edward Hongcuay
40. LLANES, Eden Peñaflorida
41. LLOPIS, Lino Payas
42. LUZURIAGA, Renato Carpio
43. MALLARI, Dennis Sanchez
44. MANABAT, Nestor Ledesma
45. MARCELINO, Junito Pallado
46. MATAYAB, Adelfa Francisquete
47. MIJARES, Luis Ygoña
48. MILANES, Virgelita Estoque
49. MORADAS, Sisinio Tayo
50. NORIEL, Edieser Averion
51. OGSIMER, Antonino Jr., Macawile
52. PACIGADO, Lauro Malino
53. PALAUBSANON, Mary Joyce Clemen
54. PALMES, Fernando Olmidilla
55. PALOMAR, Alfonso Jr., Prudente
56. PALTONG, Nancy Seggay
57. PANGANIBAN, Juanito Santuyo
58. PASTRANA, Gudilla Revestir
59. PEÑA, Porfirio Bautista
60. PEÑAFIEL, Marilou Ramos
61. PESTANAS, Marissa Lucila
62. QUERIDO, Igna Abellera
63. QUIAMBAO, Liberty Allas
64. QUIOCHO, Benedicta Cariño
65. RAGA, Beatriz Villarante
66. REMOLLATA, Oscar Javellana
67. REYES, Arlina Gaviño
68. REYES, Elsa Tumagay
69. RIAZONDA, Dante Macatiac
70. RIVAS, Jed Malicay
71. RIVERA, Francis Nicdao
72. ROBAS, Aida Moroña
73. ROJAS, Lucena Olaco
74. SAGAYO, Imelda Sabino
75. SANCHEZ, Carmencita Cresmundo
76. SANCHEZ, Eduardo Garcia
77. SANCHEZ, Paul Mondoñedo
78. SEGUNDO, Julio Almedilla
79. SIBUEVA, Joy Ca-agoy
80. SOLANTE, Ramises Nudalo
81. SOLIMEN, Fatima Panesa
82. SOTTO, Rima Edralin
83. TRIUMFO, Lilibeth Amancio
84. TUMAMBING, Sally Reyes
85. VAIOCRES, Mario Babor
86. VALEDZ, Aida Ancheta
87. VALENCIA, Dolores Dalivia
88. VALENCIA, Florentino Punzalan
89. VEJIR, Dionisia Caringal
90. VITUG, Cecilio Torres

---------Nothing Follows---------
Upon evaluation of the documentary requirements submitted in support of their respective applications, the Board finds that the above-named applicants have met all the qualifications set forth in the aforementioned Rules and Regulations.

WHEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow the registration of the above-named applicants as Agriculturists. Upon approval hereof by the Commission and payment of the prescribed fees, let their Certificates of Registration and Professional Identification Cards be issued after they have taken their respective oaths as professionals.

Done in the City of Manila, this 17th day of April, 2015.
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